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1. Executive summary 

This summary briefly presents the main findings, conclusions and recommendations. 

I. The Council of Europe (CoE) acting through the Office of the Directorate General of 
Programmes (ODGP) contracted the firm Blomeyer & Sanz on 23 February 2021 to 
conduct the independent evaluation of the Council of Europe Neighbourhood 
Partnership with Morocco 2018-2021 (NP). 

II. According to the Terms of Reference (ToR) the objectives of the evaluation comprised 
a summative (focus on assessing outcomes) and a formative dimension (lessons 
learnt and recommendations for the future NP with Morocco for the period 2022-
2025). 

III. The evaluation was conducted on the basis of a mostly qualitative, question-based 
evaluation, focusing on the evaluation criteria of relevance, coherence, effectiveness, 
added value and sustainability. Data collection focused on seven specific projects, 
with data collection involving desk research, semi-structured interviews with 
partners, donors and CoE representatives in Strasbourg and Rabat and a survey. 

1.1. Findings 

Relevance and design of the NP 

IV. The NP is well aligned with Moroccan needs and priorities. NP support clearly speaks 
to relevant existing policy, strategy and normative frameworks in Morocco. Needs 
were also justified by processes of ongoing institutional and / or legal change, and 
new emerging needs. 

V. CoE projects are fully in line with objectives of the CoE’s policy towards neighbouring 
regions, namely assisting legislative activity, implementing the normative framework 
and strengthening the institutional framework. The CoE has adopted a ‘holistic’ 
approach to project design, generally addressing the three main objectives of the 
CoE’s policy towards neighbouring regions in parallel. Stakeholders also validated the 
alignment between the projects and relevant donor policies and priorities in Morocco. 

VI. Project implementation evidenced a strong degree of integration of the human rights-
based approach and its four principles of ‘Participation & Inclusion’, ‘Equality & Non-
Discrimination’, ‘Accountability’, ‘Transparency & Access to Information’. At the same 
time, partner feedback suggested room for further strengthening the partners’ 
understanding of the concept of the human rights-based approach. 
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VII. There have been strong efforts to involve civil society organisations (CSOs) in project 
implementation as partners, beneficiaries of project activities, and / or in the delivery 
of project activities. Effective approaches of ensuring the involvement of CSO actors 
included involving CSOs in Project Steering Committees, or ensuring that CSOs are 
part of the institutional set-up of relevant structures. However, partner feedback 
suggested potential for further exploring the benefits of involving CSOs. 

Coherence 

VIII. NP projects have demonstrated a strong degree of internal coordination and 
coherence, with NP projects benefiting from other CoE interventions, but also NP 
projects feeding into other projects. Projects covering different thematic areas 
benefited from internal exchanges between project teams on aspects such as gender 
mainstreaming. 

IX. Similarly, the NP projects benefited from strong external coherence, with the CoE and 
donors such as the European Union (EU) ensuring coordination between ‘related’ 
interventions, supported by the EU, international and / or national donors and 
implementing agencies. However, there appears to be room for further strengthening 
the role of the partners in terms of assuming a more leading role on coordination.  

Effectiveness:  

X. Partners, CoE representatives and donors fully validated the achievement of 
immediate outcomes in line with the theory of change, that is the NP contributed to 
changes in capacities. Important immediate outcomes included an increased level of 
confidence of partners in terms of cooperating with an ‘external’ actor, in this case 
the CoE; enhanced levels of awareness of partners in the thematic areas covered by 
the NP and important changes in attitudes, e.g., partners are more willing to engage 
in exchanges on sensitive themes, and are now also more open to be exposed to 
experiences from the wider region, most notably from Tunisia. Changes in levels of 
understanding / knowledge are a further immediate outcome of the NP projects. 

XI. In line with the expectations formulated by the theory of change, the NP has also 
made a strong contribution to first medium-term outcomes. First, looking at NP 
contributions to the expected outcome of ‘Legislation aligned’, there have been 
substantial efforts to assist partners on enhancing the existing normative framework. 
However, by the time of this evaluation, capacities of relevant stakeholders remained 
constrained, and these efforts have not yet seen the actual adoption / entry into force 
of new norms. The findings on the outcome ‘Legislation aligned’ clearly speak to the 
need for adequate timeframes for cooperation. In terms of the outcome ‘Legislation 
implemented’, understood in the wider sense of giving concrete shape to normative 
frameworks, partners provided a wealth of feedback on first outcomes. The NP has 
also made a strong contribution to the outcome ‘Institutions strengthened’. Partners 
noted the enhanced visibility of institutions involved in cooperation with the CoE; 
institutions have benefited from enhanced internal communication and coordination 
as an outcome of engagement with the NP. Finally, in terms of NP contributions to 
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the outcome ‘Channels of cooperation consolidated’, partners continued to engage 
with the CoE on Conventions and monitoring mechanisms such as the Group of States 
against Corruption. However, this outcome is not observed across all Conventions 
that can be related to support under the NP. Moreover, the NP has strengthened 
levels of engagement in regional cooperation. 

XII. When discussing the effectiveness of the NP projects, stakeholders pointed to a series 
of factors supporting effectiveness. This included the expertise of the CoE; the 
existence of established ‘tools’, such as the Council of Europe Programme on Human 
Rights Education for Legal Professionals (HELP), and the ‘contextualisation’ of the 
tools to fit Moroccan requirements; the CoE’s participatory approach to cooperation; 
‘ownership’ of NP support by the Moroccan partners and counting with ‘leaders’ on 
the partners’ side that are willing to engage in cooperation; the existence of a wider 
framework for cooperation in the form of the NP; the strong relationships with 
partners, often established in the context of earlier NPs (2012-2014 and 2015-2017), 
implying knowledge of each other’s working methods and trust; systematic attention 
to communication and visibility; and the presence of the CoE in Morocco, via the CoE 
Office in Rabat. 

XIII. Turning to the factors that have constrained the effectiveness of the NP, these include 
some extent of political ‘volatility’ such as changes in political leadership within the 
partner institutions; partner resource constraints to fully engage in cooperation; 
partner approaches to cooperation, especially on activities regarded as ‘sensitive’, 
(hierarchic / top-down and formal); relevant partner structures or normative 
frameworks not being operational when the projects were launched. 

XIV. The CoE project teams have systematically promoted gender balance in all project 
activities, and this was not limited to projects with a primary target on women 
beneficiaries. However, partner feedback suggested room for further enhancing 
awareness of the need to ensure contributions to gender equality in all project 
activities.  

XV. Turning to gender mainstreaming of project activities and outputs, again, evidence 
of gender mainstreaming were identified for most projects. However, partners 
provided very limited feedback on questions on gender mainstreaming, at best 
referring to gender balance in terms of participants in project activities. 

Added value 

XVI. There is strong evidence of the CoE added value. This added value is taking different 
dimensions, including the institution’s capability of mobilising experience / expertise 
from its 47 member States; the ‘strategic triangle of standard-setting, monitoring 
and co-operation’, with partner feedback suggesting good knowledge of Morocco’s 
engagement with different CoE conventions / partial agreements and 
‘institutionalised’ arrangements for the sharing of expertise, and this knowledge 
acting as an anchor for cooperation; the involvement of relevant CoE institutions, 
thus mobilising political and / or technical support; CoE ‘tools’ and channels of 
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communication; and the parallel operation of the NPs with Morocco and Tunisia, 
allowing for the transfer of experiences between two countries sharing many 
similarities in terms of normative and institutional development. 

Sustainability 

XVII. The assessment of sustainability was constrained by the fact that projects were still 
underway by the time of the evaluation. To some extent, sustainability is supported 
by project activities designed with a view to sustainability. For some projects 
sustainability is supported by partner participation in CoE institutionalised 
arrangements, for example, the ‘Partner for Local Democracy’ status. A further factor 
supporting sustainability is the involvement of senior level partner representatives in 
project activities. However, there was limited evidence of sustainability being 
supported by partners allocating resources to sustain / develop existing outputs / 
outcomes or having ‘exit strategies’ in place, and partners generally referred to needs 
for additional support in the framework of future NP projects. 

1.2. Conclusions and recommendations 

XVIII. The NP with Morocco 2018-2021 has performed strongly against the evaluation 
criteria of relevance, coherence, effectiveness and added value, and to a lesser extent 
on the criterion of sustainability. This strong performance is testimony to the 
substantial experience of the CoE in conducting cooperation activities in challenging 
political contexts and with comparatively modest resources. Moreover, the NP 2018-
2021 clearly benefited from the experience accumulated over earlier iterations of the 
NP (2012-2014 and 2015-2017). 

XIX. The main recommendations include a further finetuning of project design and 
corresponding resource allocations; maximising efficiency by strengthening the CoE 
Office in Rabat; strengthening the understanding of partners of the concept of the 
human rights-based approach; exploring the benefits of involving CSOs with the 
partners; further strengthening the role of the partner institutions in terms of 
assuming a more leading role on coordination; strengthening communication and 
visibility, via a more systematic use of popular social media; further enhancing 
partner awareness of the need to ensure contributions to gender equality in all project 
activities and gender mainstreaming; systematically including project activities 
focusing on ensuring the sustainability of outputs and outcomes beyond the end of 
CoE support. 
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2. Introduction 

1. This section introduces the evaluation report by briefly commenting on the 
evaluation scope, objectives and intended audience (Section 2.1), the 
methodology (2.2), constraints experienced in the course of the evaluation (2.3) 
and the structure of this report (2.4). 

2.1. Evaluation scope and objectives 

2. The Council of Europe (CoE) acting through the Office of the Directorate General 
of Programmes (ODGP) contracted the firm Blomeyer & Sanz on 23 February to 
conduct the independent evaluation of the Neighbourhood Partnership with 
Morocco 2018-2021 (NP). The intended audience of this evaluation comprises the 
Council of Europe, the Moroccan partners and the donors. 

3. The NP aims ‘to support the underway democratic reforms in Morocco, in 
particular to ensure that Council of Europe standards are taken into account in its 
legislation, and to bring its institutions and practice further into line with European 
standards in the areas of human rights, the rule of law and democracy’ (NP, page 
9). This is framed in the wider framework of cooperation between the CoE and 
Morocco, aiming ‘to assist Morocco in the process of democratic changes 
underway by helping the country to tackle challenges related to human rights, 
the rule of law and democracy’ (NP, page 6). The ‘intended’ budget of the NP 
amounted to EUR 11,992,505.1 At the stage of the publication of the NP in 2018, 
European Union (EU) funding (with CoE co-funding) amounted to EUR 2,120,000, 
whilst EUR 9,872,505 remained ‘unfunded’. At the time of the evaluation, the 
estimated budget was revised down to EUR 9.3 million. 60% of the intended 
budget was allocated to ‘rule of law’, 25% to human rights, and 15% to 
democracy.  

4. The NP covers 22 areas of cooperation as shown in table 1 below. The NP builds 
on earlier cooperation such as the NPs for the periods 2012-2014 and 2015-2017 
(and earlier cooperation dating back to the 1990s), and is set in the wider context 
of the CoE’s policy towards neighbouring regions (2011) and its main objectives 
of assisting legislative activity, implementing the normative framework and 
strengthening the institutional framework. In the context of Morocco, cooperation 

 

1 On 31 December 2020, the Neighbourhood Partnership had received approximately EUR 
8.6 million in funding. 
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with the CoE mainly speaks to the country’s normative and institutional reform 
efforts following the country’s reformed Constitution (2011) and the subsequent 
establishment of a series of independent bodies. 

Table 1 – Cooperation priorities as presented in the NP 
 

 Cooperation activity 

Human Rights National Action Plan on Democracy and Human Rights 

Human Rights Training for Legal Professionals 

Prevention of torture 

Equality and human dignity 

Anti-discrimination 

Campaign against hate speech 

Network of intercultural cities 

Children’s rights 

Rule of law Independence and efficiency of justice 

European Commission for Democracy Through Law 

Common policies and standards 

Promoting freedom of expression and media pluralism 

Protection of personal data 

Action against trafficking in human beings 

Combating corruption, money-laundering and terrorism 

Combating drug abuse and illicit trafficking in drugs 

Combating cybercrime 

Combating the counterfeiting of medicinal products 

Democracy Parliamentary Assembly 

Local democracy 

Support for the Citizenship School of Political Studies 

Mediterranean University on Youth and Global Citizenship 

 

5. The Terms of Reference (ToR, see Annex 1) designed an evaluation with a dual 
summative and formative perspective, referring to the following overall 
evaluation objectives:  

 to assess the outcomes achieved by the projects implemented in the 
framework of the Neighbourhood Partnership, and identify to what extent they 
have helped Morocco to move towards necessary reforms in line with the 
Council of Europe’s standards and to advance on its democratic reforms;  
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 to provide a picture on the way the Council of Europe has implemented the 
projects (working/implementation methods) in the framework of the 
Neighbourhood Partnership, as well as on the obstacles faced, if any; 

 to learn lessons from the way in which the Council of Europe managed the 
implementation of the projects in the framework of the Neighbourhood 
Partnership; 

 to provide recommendations for the development of the upcoming Council of 
Europe Neighbourhood Partnership 2022-2025 to be based on lessons learnt 
and best practices; 

 to assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the related restriction 
measures on the implementation of the Neighbourhood Partnership and the 
progress towards the achievement of its outcomes; 

 to assess the degree to which gender has been mainstreamed though the 
implementation of the Neighbourhood Partnership; 

 to assess the degree to which a human rights-based approach has been 
integrated in the Neighbourhood Partnership implementation. 

2.2. Methodology 

6. The inception report for this evaluation presented details on the methodology, a 
mostly qualitative question-based evaluation,2  focusing on the evaluation criteria 
of relevance, coherence, effectiveness, sustainability. Moreover, the added value 
of CoE support was reviewed. Section 3.3.1 presents the theory of change that 
guided the evaluation and Annex 4 notes the corresponding evaluation questions. 
Data collection focused on seven specific projects that were selected for in-depth 
evaluation (see Table 2),3 with data collection involving desk research (project 

 

2 Stufflebeam, D. (2002) ‘Evaluation models’ in New Directions for Evaluation, 7-98 

3 The ToR suggest that the evaluation ‘is based on a sampling of projects’ (ToR, page 4). The 
dataset used for the selection is the ODGP spreadsheet ‘AP Morocco and Tunisia Management 
Table Board’, shared with the evaluator on 9 March 2021 (and updated on 21 March 2021). 
This includes financial and implementation data for a total ‘population’ of 23 projects. The 
following criteria have been considered in the selection process: ‘financial progress’ 
measured in terms of funding spent (‘Spent with adjusted LS’) as percentage of funding 
available ‘Secured budget envelop’ and ‘financial volume’ measured in terms of funding 
available. Here the volume of funding is considered an indicator of the comparative 
importance attached to a project. Only projects with a budget over EUR 140,000 were 
considered. The projects were also reviewed against the following considerations: Coverage 
of the ‘sectors’ of human rights, democracy and the rule of law; Presence of different CoE 
Directorates / Entities (DG 1, DG 2, PACE, Congress); Interview feedback on themes 
considered to illustrate the cooperation particularly well; potential for comparison with 
projects funded under the NP with Tunisia 2018-2021. 
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descriptions and progress reports, see Annex 2) and semi-structured interviews 
with partners, donors and CoE representatives in Strasbourg and Rabat. The 
remaining projects were covered by a survey (see Annex 5 for the survey 
questions). A total of 27 consultations with partners, CoE representatives and 
donors were conducted between 7 April and 12 May 2021 (see Annex 3). Finally, 
this report addresses two sets of comments by the CoE on draft versions of the 
report.4 

2.3. Limitations 

7. The evaluation experienced a series of minor constraints. The collection of contact 
details of partner representatives proved more time consuming than expected. 
Moreover, whilst it was initially foreseen to conduct interviews throughout two 
weeks (5-16 April 2021), the requirement of organising interviews and the survey 
with the Moroccan partners in close consultation with Morocco’s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, and the limited availability of all stakeholders meant that the 
interviewing period had to be extended by an additional three weeks, thus 
shortening the time available for analysis and report drafting. Moreover, in more 
general terms, partner interviewees lacked experience with external independent 
evaluations. This manifested itself in some level of restraint in exploring possible 
‘weaknesses’ of the NP and / or obstacles to implementation. Whilst remote 
interviewing proved largely successful, several interviewees demonstrated signs 
of ‘fatigue’ with online meetings, e.g., not responding or responding late to 
requests for interviews, joining a meeting late or simply not joining the meeting. 
The evaluator addressed these constraints by mobilising additional resources for 
interviews and flexible (re-) scheduling of meetings. Whilst putting additional 
pressure on the evaluator, the limitations did not affect the quality of the findings 
or analysis. Future evaluations might benefit from ensuring that all relevant 
project documentation and interviewee contact details are readily available from 
the start of the evaluation and from organising additional inception meetings, 
e.g., a joint introductory meeting with all CoE project teams. Finally, further 
limitations specifically affected the evaluation of effectiveness and sustainability. 
These include the stage of implementation of the NP (many projects still 
underway); the partners’ often limited understanding of evaluation methodology 
/ experience with evaluation; and the limited availability of systematic monitoring 
data on the NP projects. These three constraints are discussed in detail under 
section 3.3.1. 

 

4 The first draft of the report was submitted on 24 May 2021; CoE comments were received 
on 11 June 2021. The revised draft was submitted on 24 June 2021; CoE comments were 
received on 2 September 2021. 
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2.4. Report structure 

8. The report is organised in three main sections, namely: 

 this Introduction (section 2), including detail on the evaluation scope and 
objectives, methodology and report structure; 

 the Findings (section 3), presenting findings per evaluation criterion, i.e., 
relevance, coherence, effectiveness, added value and sustainability; 

 the Conclusions, Lessons Learnt and Recommendations (section 4).  
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3. Findings 

9. This section presents the evaluation findings. The presentation of findings is 
organised by evaluation criterion, i.e.: 

 Relevance – or the extent to which the NP addressed needs (section 3.1); 

 Coherence – looking at coordination of NP interventions with other relevant 
CoE interventions but also with support provided by other actors in Morocco 
(3.2); 

 Effectiveness – or the extent to which the NP triggered immediate and 
medium-term changes (3.3); 

 Added value – reviewing potential ‘competitive advantages’ of the CoE 
providing support (3.4); 

 and Sustainability – or the extent to which outputs and outcomes can be 
expected to last beyond the end of the project (3.5). 

3.1. Relevance 

3.1.1. To what extent are the CoE’s projects in line with the needs and 
priorities of Morocco? 

10. The NP is well aligned with Moroccan needs and priorities. NP support clearly 
speaks to relevant existing policy, strategy and normative frameworks in 
Morocco, indicated by partners being able to identify relevant documents to 
substantiate the demand-driven nature of support. For example, in the context 
of discussing the project ‘Strengthening democratic governance at local and 
regional level in Morocco’ [referred to as Local Democracy in the remaining text], 
partners referred to the Charter on Decentralisation (2018), and the Reference 
Framework on Regions (2019). Similarly, for the project ‘Combating violence 
against women, domestic violence and violence against children in Morocco’ 
[referred to as Violence against Women / Children], stakeholders cited the 
National Plan on Equality and the National Strategy on combating violence against 
women. 

11. Needs were also justified by noting processes of ongoing institutional and / or 
legal change. For example, for the project ‘Improving the functioning of justice in 
Morocco based on the tools developed by the European Commission for the 
Efficiency of Justice’ [referred to as Functioning and Efficiency of Justice], 
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stakeholders referred to the ongoing development of a judicial supervision system 
by the Public Prosecution and the need for support on the design of this system. 

12. Finally, partners pointed to emerging needs to explain their demand for support, 
for example, support under the project ‘Combating discrimination in Morocco’ 
[referred to as Combating Discrimination] was explained with Morocco 
increasingly being a destination for migrants and this having entailed an increase 
in hate speech. 

3.1.2. To what extent are the CoE’s projects in line with the objectives of 
the Policy of the CoE towards neighbouring regions? 

13. CoE projects are fully in line with objectives of the CoE’s policy towards 
neighbouring regions. Indeed, table 2 shows the alignment between the seven 
projects reviewed in-depth and the main objectives of the CoE’s policy towards 
neighbouring regions, namely assisting legislative activity, implementing the 
normative framework and strengthening the institutional framework. The table 
shows that the CoE has adopted a ‘holistic’ approach to project design, generally 
addressing the three main objectives of the CoE’s policy towards neighbouring 
regions in parallel. Stakeholder feedback validated this assessment. Stakeholders 
also validated the alignment between the projects and relevant donor policies and 
priorities in Morocco. In the case of Norway, the full alignment is indicated by the 
long-standing tradition of supporting CoE cooperation and by the fact that funding 
is not tied to specific themes.
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Table 2 – Alignment between CoE policy objectives and support under the NP 
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Assisting ‘legislative activity’: ‘to continue the efforts made 
to facilitate the creation of a common legal area between Europe 
and Morocco, encouraging the authorities to bring Moroccan 
legislation into line with European and international standards 
and to ratify Council of Europe conventions open to non-member 
States, with due regard for the procedures set out in the 
relevant conventions’ 

       

Implementing the rules: ‘to provide support to the effective 
implementation of new legislation in accordance with European 
and other international standards’ 

       

 

5 CyberSouth – Co-operation on cybercrime in the Southern Neighbourhood Region is a joint regional project of the Council of Europe and the European Union, which 
supports the setting-up of legislative and institutional frameworks for combating and preventing cybercrime and enhanced capacities of law enforcement agencies and the 
judiciary in the Southern Mediterranean region, including Morocco 
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Specific objective of cooperation as formulated in the NP 
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Strengthening the institutional framework: ‘to provide 
support to the setting-up and to the effective functioning of 
human rights institutions and new governance structures; 
paying particular attention to the independent bodies created by 
the Constitution of 2011’ 
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3.1.3. To what extent has a human rights-based approach been integrated in 
the projects’ implementation? 

14. The CoE approached the integration of the human rights-based approach in 
implementation by ensuring respect of four principles, namely ‘Participation & 
Inclusion’, ‘Equality & Non-Discrimination’, ‘Accountability’, ‘Transparency & Access to 
Information’.6 

15. Project implementation evidenced a strong degree of integration of the human rights-
based approach. For example, project implementation has adopted a strong 
participatory approach, involving relevant stakeholders in all stages of the design and 
delivery of activities. Section 3.1.4 provides further detail on the involvement of Civil 
Society Organisations (CSOs) and sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 discuss gender 
considerations. Partners and donors reflected positively on CoE transparency, including 
on the reporting of progress with project implementation. 

16. At the same time, interviews with partners suggested room for further strengthening 
the partners’ understanding of the concept of the human rights-based approach. 
Partners struggled to answer interview questions on the human rights-based approach, 
often conflating the concept of the human rights-based approach with contributions to 
strengthening specific human rights as an outcome of project implementation. 

3.1.4. To what extent have Civil Society Organisations been integrated in 
project implementation? 

17. There have been strong efforts to involve CSOs in project implementation. CSOs have 
been involved as project partners (Violence against Women / Children, Trafficking), as 
direct beneficiaries of project activities (Combating Discrimination), and / or in the 
delivery of project activities (Local Democracy). For some projects, such as Functioning 
and Efficiency of Justice, it was argued that the ‘technical’ nature of the project did not 
warrant for the involvement of CSOs as partners. A review of project documentation 
(project proposals / descriptions and progress reports) confirmed the inclusion of CSO 
actors in all projects except for Functioning and Efficiency of Justice. 

18. Effective approaches of ensuring the full involvement of CSO actors included involving 
CSOs in Project Steering Committees, or ensuring that CSOs are part of the institutional 
set-up of relevant structures. For example, two of the 22 members of the ‘National 
Commission for coordination of measures for fighting and preventing trafficking’ 
(National Anti-Trafficking Commission in the remainder of this text)7 are CSOs, and 

 

6 See the ‘Checklist for implementing projects’ in Council of Europe (2020) Human Rights 
Approach, Practical Guide for Cooperation Projects 

7 Commission nationale de coordination des mesures de lutte et de prévention contre la traite des 
êtres humains 
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these two CSOs have the potential of ensuring outreach towards other CSOs (‘Fight 
against trafficking in human beings in Morocco’ referred to as Trafficking in the text). 
Similarly, the project Violence against Women / Children has trained CSOs and these 
will now contribute to disseminate projects outputs and outcomes, e.g., by drawing on 
project outputs in their exchanges with other CSOs not directly involved in the project, 
and / or in the context of their advocacy work. 

19. Partner interviews suggested potential for further exploring the benefits of involving 
CSOs with the partners. Indeed, whilst most partners welcomed the involvement of 
CSOs, some partners did not answer questions on the involvement of CSOs in projects, 
including for projects where CSOs were involved as partners or direct beneficiaries or 
where there were plans to involve CSOs in the future. This suggests that partners had 
limited knowledge of the role of CSOs in general or in the context of the specific 
projects. 

3.2. Coherence 

3.2.1. To what extent have the NP projects been internally co-ordinated and 
internal coherence assured? 

20. NP projects have demonstrated a strong degree of internal coordination and coherence. 
Indeed, stakeholders have shared detail of how NP projects benefited from other CoE 
interventions, but also of how NP projects fed into other projects. 

21. There are many examples of coherence between CoE projects in the same or in related 
thematic areas. For example, the project Local Democracy benefited from exchanges 
with the NP project ‘Inter-parliamentary cooperation’ with a specific focus on 
strengthening the participation of women in politics. Combating Discrimination was 
closely coordinated with CoE work on media freedom with a focus on enhancing 
journalists’ understanding of the borderline between freedom of expression and hate 
speech; moreover, the project used the methodology of the Programme on Human 
Rights Education for Legal Professionals (HELP), and vice versa, the project provided 
inputs on combating hate speech for HELP. 

22. However, the CoE Office in Rabat also noted how projects covering different thematic 
areas benefited from internal exchanges between project teams on transversal aspects 
such as gender mainstreaming, for example, in the case of projects Local Democracy 
and Violence against Women / Children. 

23. Finally, in the context of discussing internal coordination, stakeholders emphasised the 
important role of ODGP, noting that ODGP successfully established linkages between 
relevant projects. 
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3.2.2. To what extent have the NP projects been coordinated with other 
institutions and donors, and how do coordination efforts address 
duplication? 

24. Just as with internal coherence, the NP projects benefited from strong external 
coherence, with the CoE and donors such as the EU (via the Delegation of the European 
Union to Morocco) ensuring coordination between ‘related’ interventions. Indeed, the 
CoE demonstrated strong awareness of ‘related’ interventions by other actors. This was 
achieved by mapping exercises at the outset of designing the projects, by organising / 
participating in thematic working groups, via Project Steering Committees, via bilateral 
meetings with other donors, by participating in each other’s events, and / or 
disseminating outputs among relevant actors (donors, implementing partners, 
embassies, representations / missions to the CoE in Strasbourg). In this context, one 
donor noted appreciation of exchanges with both CoE headquarters and the CoE Office 
in Rabat. 

25. Partners and the CoE noted synergies between interventions by a wide range of actors, 
including the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (for the 
project ‘Strengthening the Rule of Law and Democracy in Morocco’ [Rule of Law / 
Democracy]); the German Agency for International Cooperation (GiZ) (for Local 
Democracy); the EU, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), and UN Women for 
Violence against Women / Children, with the EU and the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) on Combating Discrimination, with the International Organisation 
for Migration (IOM) and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) on 
Trafficking, with the EU, UNDP, and the Swedish International Development Agency 
(SIDA) for Functioning and Efficiency of Justice. 

26.Some partner institutions noted their strong involvement in coordination and thus 
avoiding duplication, for example, for the project ‘CyberSouth – Co-operation on 
cybercrime in the Southern Neighbourhood Region’ [Cybersouth] or for Violence against 
Women / Children. However, there appears to be room for further strengthening the 
role of the partner institutions in terms of assuming a more leading role on coordination. 
This need was indicated by the fact that some partners were unable to identify related 
interventions by other donors. For example, in relation to the project Local Democracy 
some partners were able to note related interventions by other donors whilst other 
partners claimed that Local Democracy was the only project promoting democratic 
governance at the local level in Morocco. In other cases, partners demonstrated strong 
awareness of relevant interventions by different actors, but appeared to lack resources 
to lead coordination. This is the case of the National Anti-Trafficking Commission, with 
good knowledge of relevant interventions, but the EU leading on coordination. One 
partner noted its lack of information on the project Violence against Women / Children, 
despite its formal status as a partner. Further strengthening the role of partners in 
terms of leading coordination could focus on existing inter-ministerial / thematic 
working groups or the new autonomous bodies, including the various National 
Commissions established under the Constitution in 2011.  
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3.3. Effectiveness 

3.3.1. Introducing the assessment of effectiveness 

27. The evaluation criterion of effectiveness related to the achievement of outcomes, i.e., 
the extent to which objectives are being met. To set the context for the discussion of 
effectiveness, we briefly discuss the theory of change underlying this evaluation (as 
first presented in the inception report and validate by the evaluation). 

28. Drawing on the review of the objectives for the wider cooperation with Morocco and 
the more specific objectives for the NP with Morocco, the following bullet points recount 
the theory of change for the NP. 

 The CoE provides inputs in terms of expertise, and the CoE and different donors 
provide funding for projects.  

 At the level of output, this allows for the generation of capacity development 
outputs such as training events, study visits etc. 

 In the short-term, these outputs contribute to immediate outcomes, most notably, 
enhanced capacities among the partners. This can take the form of enhanced 
awareness, changes in attitude and / or understanding, or enhanced capability to 
perform a specific task. 

 In the medium-term this generates a series of further, more profound outcomes, 
namely, enhanced legislation, legislation implemented, institutions strengthened, 
and channels of cooperation consolidated.  

 Finally, in the long-term (impact), these outcomes will help the Moroccan partners 
to enhance their performance with regard to human rights, democracy and the rule 
of law as indicated by the citizens of Morocco benefiting from an enhanced situation 
in the three sectors. 

The following figure shows the theory of change. 
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Figure 1 Theory of change 

 

 

29. Before presenting the findings on effectiveness, three caveats are worth noting: 

 Stage of implementation of the NP: This evaluation is interested in the achievement 
of the NP’s outcomes. However, it is worth noting that this evaluation comes at a 
somewhat early stage in terms of assessing outcomes. In general terms, the 
outcomes of capacity development, and most notably medium-term outcomes, can 
only be assessed some time after the intervention has been completed. However, 
at the time of writing this report, much of the NP support was still ‘ongoing’. Indeed, 
most projects reviewed in-depth will only complete their activities towards the end 
of 2021, and spending as a percentage of available resources varied between 7% 
(Functioning and Efficiency of Justice, a project that was only launched end 2020) 
and 77% (Combating Discrimination; this project started on 1 April 2019 with a 
duration of 33 months). This framed the ability of stakeholders to reflect on 
achievements. Moreover, support was affected by COVID-19, with many activities 
delayed. This means that the full extent of immediate and medium-term 
effectiveness will only become visible in 2022. 

 Understanding of evaluation methodology: At times, partners found it difficult to 
differentiate between activities / outputs and outcomes. Whilst to some extent this 
can be explained by the fact that some projects are not yet completed, partner 
feedback also suggested room for further strengthening partner understanding of 
the theory of change underlying the NP. In more general terms, partner 
interviewees lacked experience with external independent evaluations. This 
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manifested itself in some level of restraint in exploring possible ‘weaknesses’ of the 
NP and / or obstacles to implementation. 

 Availability of monitoring data: Finally, the assessment of effectiveness is also 
somewhat constrained by the absence of pre-defined quantified targets for the 
achievement of outcomes. The project documentation does not systematically 
quantify the intended outcomes of the different activities, e.g., to what extent 
(measured in numbers / percentages) will activities contribute to objectives. 
‘Standard’ evaluation practice consists of comparing quantified targets for outputs 
and outcomes with the actual achievement. However, in the context of this 
evaluation a qualitative approach was adopted, taking the form of systematic stock 
taking of outcomes as reported by stakeholders, and validated via triangulation of 
feedback between different sources (in some cases, stakeholders provided 
interesting feedback that could not be validated on the basis of triangulation – this 
is noted in the text when references are made to a single source of feedback). 

3.3.2. To what extent have the NP projects achieved their objectives?  

30. Partners, CoE representatives and donors fully validated the achievement of immediate 
outcomes in line with the theory of change, that is the NP contributed to changes in 
capacities. Important immediate outcomes included: 

 The NP brought about an increased level of confidence of partners in terms of 
cooperating with an ‘external’ actor, in this case the CoE. For example, for the 
project Trafficking, the National Anti-Trafficking Commission developed the 
confidence to share internal working documents such as internal rules of procedure 
with the CoE to allow the CoE to provide advice. Moreover, as an immediate 
outcome of cooperation with the CoE, topics previously considered ‘taboo’ can now 
be addressed more openly, for example the themes of marital rape and marriage 
of minors or the Istanbul Convention (Violence against Women / Children) or 
‘country-internal’ trafficking (Trafficking). 

 The NP has also enhanced levels of awareness of partners in the thematic areas 
covered by the NP and brought about important changes in attitudes. For example, 
following their participation in activities organised by Violence against Women / 
Children, partners have developed awareness of deficiencies in capacities and asked 
the CoE to provide additional training for judges and to facilitate relevant materials. 
Similarly, further to participating in Local Democracy, partners have developed 
awareness of deficiencies in the existing normative framework on local and regional 
democracy and asked the CoE for additional advice. For the project Trafficking, 
partners are more willing to engage in exchanges on sensitive themes, accept the 
need for further capacity development and the need to reinforce existing structures, 
for example, a referral mechanism for victims of trafficking. In more general terms, 
partners acknowledged changes in their perception of the role of CSOs and 
expressed themselves more positively and openly about the need to involve CSOs 
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in activities. In relation to changes in attitudes, partners are now also more open 
to be exposed to experiences from the wider region, most notably from Tunisia. For 
example, for the project on Trafficking, the National Anti-Trafficking Commission 
recognised the need to learn from the Tunisian experience on referral mechanisms. 
Changes in mindset can be considered a first stepping stone towards working on 
‘accession’ to a common legal space. Enhanced awareness as an important outcome 
was fully validated by survey feedback with nearly 80% of respondents considering 
awareness to have increased strongly or very strongly.  

 Changes in levels of understanding / knowledge are a further immediate outcome 
of the NP projects. Examples include an improved understanding of requirements 
under the Istanbul Convention among CSO actors and of combating violence against 
women (Violence against Women / Children); understanding of normative 
frameworks regarding decentralisation and of engaging with CSO actors (Local 
Democracy); understanding of the role of new institutions such as the National Anti-
Trafficking Commission (Trafficking); understanding of the border line between hate 
speech and freedom of expression by journalists and young people (Combating 
Discrimination); understanding of approaches to combat cybercrime among police 
officers and judges (Cybersouth); understanding of the ‘Principles on the protection 
and promotion of the Ombudsman Institution’ or ‘Venice Principles’ (Rule of Law / 
Democracy). Survey respondents validated the interview feedback, with 81% of 
respondents noting strong or very strong performance in terms of enhanced 
understanding. Moreover, 63% of survey respondents found projects to have made 
a strong or very strong contribution to technical / professional competences. 

31. Again, in line with the expectations formulated by the theory of change, the NP has 
made a strong contribution to first medium-term outcomes. 

 First, looking at NP contributions to the expected outcome of ‘Legislation aligned’, 
there have been substantial efforts to assist partners on enhancing the existing 
normative framework. However, by the time of this evaluation, capacities of 
relevant stakeholders remained constrained, and these efforts have not yet seen 
the actual adoption / entry into force of new norms. For example, the project 
Combating Discrimination saw the translation of policy recommendations of the 
European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) into Arabic for the 
Ministry of Justice. However, at this stage the recommendations remain to be 
‘transposed’ in ongoing revisions of the legal framework on anti-discrimination, e.g., 
the penal code. Similarly, Violence against Women / Children saw the development 
of an in-depth analysis of alignment between the existing legal framework and the 
Istanbul Convention. However, whilst this was presented to the National 
Commission for the protection of women victims of violence, the relevant legal 
framework remains unchanged (Law 103.13 of 2018 on combating violence against 
women and the penal code); notwithstanding there have been first changes in 
policies, practices and in jurisprudence. In the wider framework of legal alignment, 
donors regretted the country’s comparatively more limited progress on engagement 
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with CoE Conventions (as compared to Tunisia). The findings on the outcome 
‘Legislation aligned’ clearly speak to the need for adequate timeframes for 
cooperation. Finally, the survey validates the interview feedback. Only 40% of 
respondents considered projects to have made a strong contribution to the outcome 
of ‘Legislation aligned’ (0% note a very strong performance, 27% don’t know, 33% 
limited or very limited contribution to this outcome). 

 In terms of the outcome ‘Legislation implemented’, understood in the wider sense 
of giving concrete shape to normative frameworks, partners provided a wealth of 
feedback on first outcomes. For example, giving shape to the normative framework 
of ‘Law 27.14 on trafficking crimes’ (2016), the project Trafficking allowed partners 
to prepare new tools on identifying victims of trafficking. Similarly, following up on 
Constitutional commitments to address discrimination, the project Combating 
Discrimination saw changes in reporting by media, with journalists more sensitive 
to hate speech further to participating in CoE training. This project can also be 
considered to have contributed to one dimension of the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goal 16B, namely ‘Promote and enforce non-discriminatory laws’. 
Finally, Cybersouth saw the development of Standard Operating Principles on 
addressing cybercrime. For Violence against Women and Children, first judgements 
condemning marital rape were related to CoE training of judges and prosecutors on 
legislation and jurisprudence on violence against women in December 2019 
(including changes in Moroccan legislation). Local Democracy saw an enhanced 
alignment between national- and local-level policies. Turning to the survey 
responses, 60% of respondents noted a strong contribution to enhanced policies / 
strategies. However, only 40% noted a strong contribution to enhanced 
implementation of the normative framework (0% very strong contribution, 27% 
don’t know, 33% limited / very limited contribution). 

 The NP has also made a strong contribution to the outcome ‘Institutions 
strengthened’. Partners noted the enhanced visibility of institutions involved in 
cooperation with the CoE, for example, the National Anti-Trafficking Commission 
(Trafficking) and the National Commission for the Protection of Women Victims of 
Violence (Violence against Women / Children) are now better known on the 
institutional landscape; the three local authority associations participating in Local 
Democracy feel more recognised as interlocutors by government and have seen 
their communication skills enhanced, and enhanced engagement is indicated by the 
country acquiring the status of ‘Partner for Local Democracy’ (in 2019); the 
‘Mediterranean Forum for Youth – Morocco’ (FOMEJE) feels more recognised by the 
State Ministry in charge of human rights, the Ombudsperson, and the National 
Council for Human Rights (Combating Discrimination); CSO actors find themselves 
strengthened as in their daily work they can now refer to concepts set out in the 
Istanbul Convention. Finally, institutions have benefited from enhanced internal 
communication and coordination as an outcome of engagement with the NP. For 
example, Local Democracy entailed an intensification of communication between 
the three associations of local and regional authorities, and between the three 
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associations and the Ministry of Interior. In more general terms, CoE activities often 
represented the only forum for relevant stakeholders to meet and coordinate. 
Survey feedback suggested a moderate contribution to enhanced institutional 
performance, with 36% of survey respondents finding projects to have made a 
strong contribution to institutional performance (0% very strong, 36% don’t know, 
29% limited / very limited). Moreover, 20% of survey respondents noted the 
establishment of new institutional structures (47% don’t know, 33% limited / very 
limited). 

 Finally, in terms of NP contributions to the outcome ‘Channels of cooperation 
consolidated’, partners continued to engage with the CoE on Conventions and 
monitoring mechanisms such as the Group of States against Corruption (GRECO). 
Taking the example of GRECO, Morocco notified its intention of ratifying the Civil 
and Criminal Law Conventions and ratification of these conventions implies 
automatic GRECO membership.8 However, this outcome is not observed across all 
Conventions that can be related to support under the NP, e.g., there has been 
limited progress on the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to 
Automatic Processing of Personal Data (i.e., whilst the Convention and the 
additional Protocol entered into force on 1 September 2019, Morocco did not sign 
yet the Protocol amending the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with 
regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108+). Moreover, the 
NP has strengthened levels of engagement in regional cooperation, e.g. the National 
Anti-Trafficking Commission is considering the establishment of a partnership with 
its Tunisian counterpart (Trafficking); cooperation on local and regional democracy 
has facilitated exchanges between relevant stakeholders in the wider region (Local 
Democracy). Survey feedback confirmed the strengthened engagement with CoE 
Conventions with 60% of respondents suggesting a strong or very strong 
contribution. Moreover, 67% noted a strong / very strong contribution to 
strengthened cooperation between relevant Moroccan stakeholders, whilst 40% 
note strengthened regional cooperation, and 61% note strengthened international 
cooperation.  

  

 

8 Treaty No.173, Criminal Law Convention on Corruption Article 32.3: ‘Any such State, which is not 
a member of the Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) at the time of ratification, shall 
automatically become a member on the date the Convention enters into force’. Treaty No.174, Civil 
Law Convention on Corruption Article 16.2: ‘Any State acceding to this Convention shall 
automatically become a member of the GRECO, if it is not already a member at the time of 
accession, on the date the Convention enters into force in its respect’. This is in conjunction with 
CM(2013)58-final of 4 July 2013 ‘Partial and enlarged agreements – Practical modalities governing 
accessions to and withdrawals from partial and enlarged agreements’. 
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3.3.3. Which factors have supported and hindered the effectiveness of the 
projects? 

32. When discussing the effectiveness of the NP projects, stakeholders pointed to a series 
of factors supporting effectiveness: 

 The most frequently noted factor was the expertise of the CoE, in many cases 
referring to legal expertise. 87% of survey respondents validated this finding (agree 
/ strongly agree). 

 Related to the expertise of the CoE, the existence of established ‘tools’ was noted 
as a further supporting factor. Particularly prominent among these tools is HELP. 
However, what rendered the tools so effective were CoE efforts of ‘contextualising’ 
the tools to fit Moroccan requirements, instead of simply transposing ready-made 
solutions. These efforts of contextualisation also applied to the transfer of 
experiences from other countries. This compares with other actors relying on the 
transfer of existing and more rigid models allowing less scope for adaptation to the 
Moroccan context, e.g., in the area of trafficking and referring to approaches by the 
UNODC. 

 A further feature associated with NP support and offered as an explanation for 
effectiveness relates to the CoE’s participatory approach to cooperation, via 
Steering Committees for specific projects or direct bilateral communication between 
partners and the CoE. Partners specifically emphasised the transparent nature of 
communication with the CoE. 

 On the partners’ side, ‘ownership’ of NP support by the Moroccan partners was a 
strong supporting factor. This was evidenced by demands for support, and 
‘enthusiasm’ displayed in engagement with the CoE, making the required resources 
available, and ensuring the participation of senior-level partner representatives in 
project events. 87% of survey respondents validated this finding (agree / strongly 
agree). 

 Moreover, counting with ‘leaders’ on the partners’ side that are willing to engage in 
cooperation and that command the required ‘political’ clout to mobilise relevant 
administrations / legislators, was considered a strong motivating factor. For 
example, Rule of Law / Democracy benefited from involving one of the authors of 
the Moroccan Constitution of 2011. Cybersouth reported similar experiences. 

 Partners and CoE representatives noted the existence of a wider framework for 
cooperation in the form of the NP as a factor motivating cooperation under specific 
projects. Partners noted their awareness of other NP projects, and this reinforced 
their commitment to engage with the CoE. Moreover, the existence of the NP 
facilitated synergies between different related NP projects in Morocco (Violence 
against Women / Children, Local Democracy, Trafficking), and allowed for liaison 
with NP projects in Tunisia (Trafficking, Functioning and Efficiency of Justice). In 
this context, partners voiced their appreciation of the term ‘partnership’ as this was 
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found to imply dialogue between equal partners rather than a ‘superior’ partner 
imposing external models on Morocco. 81% of survey respondents validated this 
finding (agree / strongly agree). 

 Effectiveness has also benefited from strong relationships with partners, often 
established in the context of earlier NPs (2012-2014 and 2015-2017), implying 
knowledge of each other’s working methods and trust. In this context, reference 
was also made to firm ‘personal’ connections between partners / beneficiaries and 
CoE representatives, often established in the context of previous NPs or other 
cooperation initiatives. 81% of survey respondents validated this finding (agree / 
strongly agree). 

 Moreover, effectiveness has benefited from systematic attention to communication 
and visibility. This is all the more noteworthy as the CoE Office in Rabat lacks staff 
specifically dedicated to communication / visibility. For example, a review of project 
documentation identified Facebook pages for all projects except Cybersouth and 
Functioning and Efficiency of Justice; dedicated websites were identified for all 
projects except Violence against Women / Children, though the latter made use of 
various social media and produced specific communication outputs, including video 
spots on the themes of violence against women in the context of COVID-19 or on 
the risk of violence against children. On the point of social media, there might be 
room for more systematically making use of popular social media beyond Facebook. 
69% of survey respondents validated this finding (agree / strongly agree). 

 Finally, partners consistently noted the CoE Office in Rabat as an important factor 
explaining effectiveness. In this context, partners emphasised the efficiency of 
cooperation / responsiveness and professionalism of CoE staff. 69% of survey 
respondents validated this finding (agree / strongly agree). 

33. Turning to the factors that have constrained the effectiveness of the NP, these include: 

 Cooperation was affected by some extent of political ‘volatility’. For example, 
changes in political leadership within the Ministry of Solidarity, Social Development, 
Equality and Family led to changes in priorities regarding the protection of children 
(Violence against Women / Children); changes within the National 
Control Commission for the Protection of Personal Data constrained progress with 
accession of Convention 108; delays in the nomination of members of the Authority 
for Parity and the Fight against all Forms of Discrimination undermined progress for 
Combating Discrimination. These uncertainties imply a need for a certain level of 
flexibility in terms of delivering project activities, however, the project descriptions 
/ timeframes and procedures for amending project descriptions did not always allow 
to react to changes in political context / needs (Rule of Law / Democracy, Combating 
Discrimination). 37% of survey respondents validated the finding of political 
volatility (12% don’t know, 50% disagree / strongly disagree). 53% of survey 
respondents validated the finding of limited political will (47% disagree / strongly 
disagree). 
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 Moreover, partners experienced resource constraints to fully engage in cooperation. 
This included staff shortages, staff changes, limited access to local expertise, and 
limited financial resources. 40% of survey respondents validated the finding of staff 
changes (7% don’t know, 53% disagree / strongly disagree). 40% of survey 
respondents validated the finding of staff shortages (20% don’t know, 40% 
disagree / strongly disagree). 

 Some partners’ approaches to cooperation, especially on activities regarded as 
‘sensitive’, could be characterised as hierarchic / top-down and formal, and this 
slowed down the pace of cooperation, putting pressure on projects with 
comparatively short time frames. In general terms, generous time frames are 
required to allow for deploying a truly participatory approach, engendering the 
establishment of relationships of trust, for example, for projects touching on 
sensitive topics such as Trafficking. Local Democracy also noted constraints posed 
by slow processes in partner institutions. 

 Cooperation also faced difficulties in terms of some of the relevant partner 
structures or normative frameworks not being operational when the projects were 
launched, thus delaying related interventions or leading to their cancellation. For 
example, this affected the project Combating Discrimination, given that the 
Authority for Parity and the Fight against all Forms of Discrimination9 remains to be 
operationalised. Similarly, the fact that relevant legal frameworks have only been 
put in place recently constrained cooperation as there were question marks over 
how to interpret legal requirements. 

 Whilst not constraining the intended activities, some of the partner requests for 
new activities could not be met because the requested new activities were not 
covered by the mandate set out by the NP. For example, Combating Discrimination 
was not in a position to follow up on a partner request on enhancing physical access 
for disabled people to the Ombudsperson offices. 

 One donor suggested a continuous reflection on the balance of capacities between 
CoE headquarters and the CoE Office in Rabat; a different donor suggested 
considering a strengthening of the scope for project-related decision-making by the 
CoE Office in Rabat. However, it is understood that this is constrained by CoE-
internal decentralisation processes. It was also acknowledged that decentralisation 
had progressed when comparing with earlier NPs, and that project teams were small 
with fluid communication between team members in Rabat and Strasbourg. 27% 
of survey respondents considered staff changes at the CoE Office a constraining 
factor (13% don’t know, 60% disagree / strongly disagree). However, 47% of 
survey respondents saw CoE administrative procedures as a constraint (13 % don’t 
know, 40% disagree). 

 

9 Autorité pour la parité et la lutte contre toutes les formes de discrimination 
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 One partner recommended deploying, as far as possible, francophone experts / 
trainers to facilitate direct communication between partners and the experts / 
trainers. 

 Finally, feedback on COVID-19 as a constraining factor was mixed. The general 
response to COVID-19 was the adoption of ‘virtual’ formats for most activities, or 
providing other support, e.g., translation of relevant materials into Arabic for 
Combating Discrimination. The CoE’s response to the pandemic was considered fully 
adequate. Whilst COVID-19 affected all projects, introducing additional complexity 
and entailing delays, partners reacted in different ways. Most partners’ initial 
response was to postpone all activities in the expectation of the pandemic not 
lasting more than a few months. Only when it was realised that the restrictions 
would last longer, there was a move to accepting virtual formats. Some partners 
then simply required some time to adapt themselves to the use of new technology 
(Local Democracy, Violence against Women / Children, Rule of Law / Democracy). 
Other partners noted COVID-19 as the most serious obstacle to cooperation, and 
this was explained with activities not being suitable for virtual formats, for example, 
exchanges between elected politicians (Local Democracy), regional-level events / 
activities outside the capital (Combating Discrimination). All partners noted that 
remote events did not allow for the same ‘quality’ of interaction, referring mostly 
to missing out on informal exchanges on the margins of capacity development, e.g., 
during coffee breaks. In some cases, the CoE moved from online to presential 
training (whilst ensuring respect of local and CoE COVID-19 requirements) as this 
was recognised as more effective. The CoE is also exploring ‘hybrid’ formats, 
allowing for remote connections to presential meetings (Trafficking). 87% of survey 
respondents considered COVID-19 to have strongly / very strongly constrained the 
achievement of objectives. 47% of survey respondents considered the CoE 
response to be adequate (47% don’t know and 7 strongly disagree). 

3.3.4. In what way have the projects contributed to gender equality? 

34. The CoE project teams have systematically promoted gender balance in all project 
activities, and this was not limited to projects with a primary target on women 
beneficiaries such as Violence against Women / Children or Combating Discrimination 
(activities on tackling hate speech against migrant women). Indeed, a review of project 
documentation (project proposals / descriptions and annual progress reports) identified 
clear references to gender equality in activities under all projects. In this way, the NP 
has also contributed to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 5 ‘Achieve 
gender equality and empower all women and girls’. 

35. However, partner feedback suggested room for further enhancing awareness of the 
need to ensure contributions to gender equality in all project activities. Some partners 
appeared to find it difficult to respond to questions on gender equality. For example, 
partners noted their perception of gender equality not being relevant to specific projects 
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(all projects except Violence against Women / Children), or answered somewhat 
evasively by referring to general national-level commitments to gender equality. 

36. Finally, 47% of survey respondents noted a strong / very strong contribution to gender 
equality (47% don’t know, 7% very limited). 

3.3.5. In what way have the projects integrated gender issues during 
implementation? 

37. Turning to gender mainstreaming of project activities and outputs, again, references 
to gender mainstreaming were identified in project documentation for all projects, 
except for Cybersouth (however, documentation for this project did refer to gender 
balance in project activities). 

38. Some of the CoE representatives pointed to the possibility of consulting with CoE-
internal ‘experts’ on gender issues at the stage of designing the project, for example a 
gender expert reviewing the project logframe. However, there appears to be room for 
more systematically using this internal resource, though it is understood that this might 
be constrained by limited resources (including comparatively small project budgets 
such as for Combating Discrimination). 

39. Partners provided very limited feedback on questions on gender mainstreaming, at best 
referring to gender balance in terms of participants in project activities. 

40. Finally, survey responses suggested a good contribution to gender mainstreaming 
(56% strong/very strong, 31% don’t know, 12% limited / very limited). 

3.4. Added value 

3.4.1. To what extent has the CoE been able to put its comparative advantage 
and expertise into action and create inter-linkages between projects and 
CoE instruments during the implementation of the NP? 

41. Section 3.2.1 on internal coherence has already discussed inter-linkages between 
projects. Beyond this, there is strong evidence of the CoE’ added value. This added 
value is taking different dimensions: 

 One of the most prominent features of CoE added value is the institution’s capability 
of mobilising experience / expertise from its 47 member and six observer States. 
Partners benefited from and greatly appreciated exposure to approaches from a 
variety of countries, and as discussed in section 3.3.3, with the CoE ensuring 
contextualisation of different experiences. 

 Regarding the ‘strategic triangle of standard-setting, monitoring and co-operation’, 
and bearing in mind Morocco’s ‘status’ as a non-member State, partner feedback 
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suggested good knowledge of Morocco’s engagement with different CoE 
conventions / partial agreements and ‘institutionalised’ arrangements for the 
sharing of expertise, and this knowledge acted as an anchor for cooperation. This 
is of course particularly valid in cases of Morocco being a member or observer, with 
partners referring, inter alia, to the Mediterranean network for co-operation on 
drugs and addictions of the Pompidou Group - MedNET (member since 2006), the 
European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice - CEPEJ (Observer since 2013), 
the North South Centre (member since 2009) or the Network of inter-cultural cities 
(2016). Donors confirmed the added value of the strategic triangle. 

 Along similar lines, the CoE adds value by implicating relevant CoE institutions, thus 
mobilising political and / or technical support. For example, partners noted the 
added value of involving the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the 
Council of Europe. 

 CoE ‘tools’ and channels of communication were a further important feature of CoE 
added value. For example, stakeholders noted CoE ‘ownership’ of channels such as 
the ‘Partner for Local Democracy’ status; and of tools such as existing guidance 
materials on hate speech; the European Charter of Local Self-Government; CEPEJ 
tools; and ECRI materials. The CoE is seen to have ‘authored’ these tools and 
channels of communication and is therefore best placed to deliver related capacity 
development. 

 Further added value is represented by the CoE operating the NPs with Morocco and 
Tunisia in parallel, allowing for the transfer of experiences between two countries 
sharing many similarities in terms of normative and institutional development. 

3.5. Sustainability 

3.5.1. To what extent has the CoE contributed to a sustainable implementation 
of reforms and to capacity development in Morocco? 

42. The assessment of sustainability was constrained by the fact that projects were still 
underway by the time of the evaluation. 

43. To some extent, sustainability is supported by project activities designed with a view 
to sustainability. This is achieved by ‘institutionalising’ support, for example, the 
establishment of focal points on cybercrime in courts (Cybersouth) or by training of 
trainers (Cybersouth). 

44. For some projects sustainability is supported by partner participation in CoE 
institutionalised arrangements, for example, the ‘Partner for Local Democracy’ status 
(Local Democracy). 
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45. A further factor supporting sustainability is the involvement of senior level partner 
representatives in project activities (Combating Discrimination, Violence against 
Women / Children). 

46. However, discussing sustainability with partners, there was limited evidence of 
sustainability being supported by partners allocating resources to sustain / develop 
existing outputs / outcomes or having ‘exit strategies’ in place. Section 3.3.3 has 
already noted resource constraints as a factor limiting effectiveness, and this also 
affects sustainability. Feedback suggested that this factor is particularly valid for new 
institutions, for example the National Anti-Trafficking Commission or the National 
Commission for the Protection of Women Victims of Violence. Partners generally 
referred to needs for additional support in the framework of future NP projects. This 
point is validated by the experience of cooperation in earlier NPs – in the absence of 
immediate follow-up projects, cooperation and progress find itself suspended 
(Functioning and Efficiency of Justice, Local Democracy).  
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4. Conclusions, lessons 
learnt and 
recommendations 

47. This section presents a series of conclusions, lessons learnt and recommendations (all 
recommendations address the CoE).  

4.1. Overall conclusions 

48. The NP 2018-2021 has performed strongly against the evaluation criteria of relevance, 
coherence, effectiveness and added value, and to a lesser extent on the criterion of 
sustainability. This strong performance is testimony to the substantial experience of 
the CoE in conducting cooperation activities in challenging political contexts and with 
comparatively modest resources. Moreover, the NP 2018-2021 clearly benefited from 
the experience accumulated over earlier iterations of the NP (2012-2014 and 2015-
2017). 

4.2. Lessons learnt 

49. Notwithstanding the strong performance of the NP, the experience with the 
implementation of the NP allows confirming a few lessons learnt, presented here in the 
order of the evaluation criteria: 

 In terms of further supporting internal coherence and coordination between 
different CoE projects, the CoE Office in Rabat noted how projects covering different 
thematic areas benefited from internal exchanges between project teams on 
transversal aspects such as gender mainstreaming. 

 Turning to external coherence, this benefited strongly from systematic mapping 
exercises at the outset of designing the projects, and involving consultations 
with partners and other implementing actors and donors. 

 Effectiveness benefited strongly from efforts of ‘contextualisation’, e.g., of 
established ‘tools’ such as HELP or experiences / approaches from other countries. 
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 Counting with ‘leaders’ on the partners’ side that are willing to engage in 
cooperation and that command the required ‘political’ clout to mobilise 
relevant administrations / legislators, was a further important factor supporting 
effectiveness. 

 However, cooperation faced difficulties when relevant partner structures or 
normative frameworks were not fully operational when the projects were 
launched. Indeed, this delayed related interventions, or led to their cancellation in 
case of the activity ‘depending’ on the prior existence of the institutional or 
normative framework. 

 In the context of COVID-19, the CoE is piloting ‘hybrid’ formats allowing for 
remote connections to presential meetings. This format might also prove a 
cost-effective approach outside the COVID-19 context, e.g., to ensure stronger 
involvement of actors from across the country. 

4.3. Recommendations 

50. A further finetuning of project design and corresponding resource allocations 
under the NP is recommended. The experience of the NP 2018-2021 suggests possible 
criteria to consider when designing specific projects, for example, only engaging in 
cooperation in areas where relevant institutions / normative frameworks are fully 
operational to allow for cooperation to take place; selecting the most ‘sensitive’ 
thematic areas, considering that the CoE has clearly demonstrated its ‘competitive 
edge’ to bring about change in these areas; focusing on areas where the country’s 
‘accession’ to existing CoE Conventions or cooperation structures is a clear prospect; 
and building on existing specific CoE thematic expertise in the CoE Office in Rabat.. 

51. The CoE Office in Rabat was an important factor explaining effectiveness. Whilst there 
has been progress with decentralisation since earlier NPs, there are still limitations to 
‘independent’ decision making by the CoE Office in Rabat, e.g., with regard to financial 
issues. Moreover, 47% of survey respondents saw CoE administrative procedures as a 
constraint. Further decentralisation is likely to imply efficiency benefits. 

52. Interviews with partners suggested room for further strengthening the 
understanding of partners of the concept of the human rights-based approach. 
Partners often conflated the concept with contributions to strengthening specific human 
rights as an outcome of project implementation. A better understanding of the concept 
can be expected to generate stronger commitment to important horizontal 
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considerations such as the involvement of CSOs, gender equality and mainstreaming 
etc.10 

53. Similarly, interviews suggested potential for further exploring the benefits of 
involving CSOs with the partners. Indeed, whilst most partners welcomed the 
involvement of CSOs, some partners did not answer questions on the involvement of 
CSOs in projects, including for projects where CSOs were involved as partners or direct 
beneficiaries or where there were plans to involve CSOs in the future. Involving CSOs 
in CoE projects is all the more important as CoE projects are often the only forum for 
relevant stakeholders, including CSOs, to meet and exchange between each other. 

54. There appears to be room for further strengthening the role of the partner 
institutions in terms of assuming a more leading role on coordination. Capacity 
development on coordination could focus on existing inter-ministerial / thematic 
working groups or the new autonomous bodies, including the various National 
Commissions established under the Constitution in 2011. 

55. Effectiveness benefited from systematic attention to communication and visibility, 
including project webpages, a presence on Facebook and other targeted communication 
activities such as video spots. However, there might be room for a more systematic 
use of popular social media beyond Facebook, particularly for projects targeting the 
citizens of Morocco in a more direct way, e.g., Violence against Women / Children, 
Combating Discrimination. Projects with a less direct ‘relationship’ with citizens, e.g., 
Functioning and Efficiency of Justice or Rule of Law/ Democracy could explore the use 
of social media targeting specific professional groups such as legal professionals. 

56. Partner feedback suggested room for further enhancing awareness of the need to 
ensure contributions to gender equality in all project activities and gender 
mainstreaming. Project design might also benefit from making systematic use of 
CoE-internal gender expertise (e.g., Gender Equality Division) at the stage of 
project design. 

57. There was limited evidence of sustainability being supported by partners allocating 
resources to sustain and / or develop existing outputs and outcomes or having explicit 
‘exit strategies’ in place. Whilst the CoE cannot address partner-internal resource 
constraints, partner awareness of the concept of sustainability can be strengthened by 
systematically including project activities focusing on ‘exit strategies’ to 
cooperation. 

58. The evaluation experienced a series of minor constraints. The collection of contact 
details of partner representatives proved more time consuming than expected and so 
did the organisation and conduct of interviews. Future evaluations might benefit from 

 

10 See the ‘Checklist for implementing projects’ in Council of Europe (2020) Human Rights 
Approach, Practical Guide for Cooperation Projects. This refers to the principles of ‘Participation & 
Inclusion’, ‘Equality & Non-Discrimination’, ‘Accountability’, ‘Transparency & Access to Information’. 
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ensuring that all relevant project documentation and interviewee contact details are 
readily available from the start of the evaluation and from organising additional 
inception meetings, e.g., a joint introductory meeting with all CoE project teams.  
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Annex 1 – Terms of 
reference 

Annex 1 presents the terms of reference for this evaluation. 
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Annex 2 – Documentation 

Annex 2 presents the documentation consulted. 

At the level of the NP: 

 Neighbourhood Partnership with Morocco 2018-2021 

 Donors Report 2018 

 Donors Report 2019 

 Neighbourhood Partnership with Morocco 2015-2017 

 Neighbourhood Partnership with Morocco 2012-2024 

 2012-2014 Progress Report 

 2012-2014 Final Report 

 2015-2017 Progress Report 

 2015-2017 Final Report 

At the level of the selected projects: 

 Combating Discrimination: Description of Activities, Annual Report 2019, 
Annual Report 2020 

 Violence against Women / Children: Description of Activities, Annual Report 
2019, Annual Report 2020 

 Cybersouth: Description of Activities, First Progress Report 2018, Second 
Progress Report 2019, Third Progress Report 2020 

 Trafficking: Description of Activities, Annual Report 2019, Annual Report 2020 

 Functioning and Efficiency of Justice: Description of Activities, Final Report of 
the previous bilateral project with Morocco - 2018 

 Local Democracy: Description of Activities, Annual Report 2019, Annual 
Report 2020 

 Rule of law / Democracy: Description of Activities, Annual Report 2019
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Annex 3 - Consultations  

Annex 2 lists the stakeholders consulted. 

SURNAME NAME ORGANISATION / POSITION DATE 

MARTIN Caroline Head of Unit, Venice Commission, Directorate General for Human Rights and Rule of 
Law, Council of Europe,  Headquarters, Strasbourg, France   

6 April 2021 

KOUTNETSOV Serguei Head of Division, Venice Commission, Directorate General for Human Rights and Rule 
of Law, Council of Europe, Headquarters, Strasbourg, France  

6 April 2021 

VALENTI Stefano Head of Unit, Directorate General of Democracy, Council of Europe, Headquarters, 
Strasbourg, France 

7 April 2021 

HOWSON Nichola Project Manager, Directorate General of Democracy, Council of Europe, Headquarters, 
Strasbourg, France 

7 April 2021 

ROCA Maria del Mar European Union Delegation in Rabat, Morocco 13 April 2021 

FERNANDES Paula 
Cristina 

European Union Delegation in Rabat, Morocco 13 April 2021 

BADR EL 
AHARI 

Mohamed Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco 13 April 2021 
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SURNAME NAME ORGANISATION / POSITION DATE 

MARCHENKOV Dmitri Head of Division, Congress of Local and Regional Authorities, Council of Europe, 
Headquarters, Strasbourg, France  

13 April 2021 

SPIRIDON Virgil Cybercrime Programme Office of the Council of Europe (C-PROC), Bucharest, Romania 14 April 2021 

MOUMEN Zakya Project officer, Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco  14 April 2021 

MEYER Paul Project manager, Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco 15 April 2021 

REMILI Mehdi Head of Unit, Directorate General of Democracy, Council of Europe, Headquarters, 
Strasbourg, France  

19 April 2021 
and 21 April 
2021 

JACOBSEN 
TAKAHASHI 

Julie Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway, Oslo, Norway 19 April 2021 

BOUGGAR Samir Head of the Cooperation Division, Department for Administration Reform, Ministry of 
Economy, Finance and Administration Reform, National Coordinator UNIDEM-Med, 
Morocco 

20 April 2021 

SMAALI Malika Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco 20 April 2021 

FALSY Boutaina Head of international cooperation and partnership at the Association of Moroccan 
Regions, Morocco 

21 April 2021 

LAMTOUNI Abderrahman Head of the Division of the Presidency of the Public Prosecutor, National Coordinator 
of the CyberSouth project, Morocco 

21 April 2021 
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SURNAME NAME ORGANISATION / POSITION DATE 

HARROUCHE Karim Judge at the Secretariat general of the Ministry of Justice, Morocco 21 April 2021 

AMEUR Mostafa Secretary of the Moroccan Delegation, Partner for Local Democracy, Ministry of the 
Interior, Morocco 

21 April 2021 

NEJJARI Mohamed Moroccan Association of Presidents of Municipal Councils, Morocco 22 April 2021 

KERRICH Fatima Head of the Section for Communication, Cooperation and Training,  Ombudsperson, 
Morocco 

22 April 2021 

OUKHLIFA Mohamed Head of Technical Cooperation, Presidency of the Public Prosecutor, Morocco 22 April 2021 

ALHORR Zhour President of the National Commission for the protection of women victims of violence, 
Morocco 

22 April 2021 

MARTIN Guillemette Project officer, Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco 23 April 2021 

MEZIANE Rachid Head of the Service of Women and Children Affairs, Morocco 23 April 2021 

ISBOUIA Yassine General Coordinator of the Mediterannean Youth Forum, Morocco 23 April 2021 

SKIR Abdelfattah Moroccan Association of Presidents of the Councils of Prefectures and Provinces, 
Morocco 

26 April 2021 

BARKAN Fatima Director of Women Affairs, Ministry of Solidarity, Social Development, Equality and 
Family, Morocco 

28 April 2021 
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SURNAME NAME ORGANISATION / POSITION DATE 

ALAOUI Khalid Head of Division of International Cooperation at the General Secretariat of the 
Ministry of Women Affairs, Solidarity, Social Development, Equality and Family, 
Morocco 

28 April 2021 

SLIMANI Houari Head of Division of the National Observatory of Women at the Direction of Women, 
Morocco 

28 April 2021 

BOYER-
DONNARD 

Anne Project manager, Directorate General for Human Rights and Rule of Law, Council of 
Europe, Headquarters, Strasbourg, France  

29 April 2021 

JUNCHER Hanne Executive Secretary,  Secretariat of the Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), 
Directorate General for Human Rights and Rule of Law, Council of Europe, 
Headquarters, Strasbourg, France  

29 April 2021 

INGLEDOW Michael Head of the Council of Europe Office in Rabat, Morocco 12 May 2021 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://cs.coe.int/_layouts/orgchart/orgchart.aspx?lcid=1033&key=796&NameSimple=Juncher&open=false
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Annex 4 – Evaluation 
questions 

Annex 1 presents the evaluation questions.
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Table 3 – Evaluation questions 
 

 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

R
el

ev
an

ce
 a

nd
 d

es
ig

n
 o

f 
th

e 
N

P 

(1) To what extent are the CoE’s 
projects in line with the needs and 
priorities of Morocco? 

Stakeholders identify Moroccan policy / 
strategy documents or other evidence that 
confirm the alignment between needs / 
priorities and the themes covered by the 
selected projects; Stakeholders confirm 
demand-driven nature of support 

   X X 

(2) To what extent are the CoE’s 
projects in line with the objectives of 
the Policy of the CoE towards 
neighbouring regions? 

Mapping of projects against the objectives 
of the policy 

X     

(3) To what extent has a human 
rights-based approach been integrated 
in the projects’ implementation? 

Stakeholders identify elements of the 
human rights-based approach in project 
implementation (Participation & Inclusion, 
Equality & Non-Discrimination, 

   X X 
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 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

Accountability, Transparency & Access to 
Information)11 

(4) To what extent have CSOs been 
integrated in project 
implementation?12 

Stakeholders confirm that opportunities for 
CSO involvement in implementation have 
been acted on; CSOs suggest adequate 
involvement 

   X X 

C
oh

er
en

ce
 

(5) To what extent have the NP 
projects been internally co-ordinated 
and internal coherence assured? 

Stakeholders identify synergies between 
different CoE projects and other 
interventions 

   X  

(6) To what extent have the NP 
projects been coordinated with other 
institutions and donors, and how do 
coordination efforts address 
duplication? 

Stakeholders identify synergies between 
different projects or confirm the absence of 
duplication, and involvement of relevant 
other institutions and donors 

  X X X 

 

11 See the ‘Checklist for implementing projects’ in Council of Europe (2020) Human Rights Approach, Practical Guide for Cooperation Projects 

12 To some extent, this question is already covered by Evaluation Question 3 on the human rights-based approach. The principle of ‘Participation & 
Inclusion’ covers the involvement of CSOs 
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 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

Ef
fe

ct
iv

en
es

s 

(7) To what extent have the NP 
projects achieved their objectives?  

Outcome indicators collected by the 
projects; Stakeholders identifying 
immediate outcomes (enhanced capacities) 
and medium-term outcomes (focus on 
changes in legislation / normative 
framework, changes in terms of 
implementation of legislation, enhanced 
performance of institutions, strengthened 
channels of cooperation) 

X X X X X 

(8) Which factors have supported and 
hindered the effectiveness of the 
projects? 

Stakeholders identifying facilitating and 
constraining factors (including COVID-19 – 
CoE response and beneficiary assessment 
thereof, a project being part of the NP, a 
project building on cooperation in 2012-
2017, the CoE being present in MA, the 
project’s visibility and communication 
effort)? 

 X X X X 

(9) In what way have the projects 
contributed to gender equality? 

Gender-mainstreamed outcome indicators 
collected by the projects  

X X X X X 
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 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

(10) In what way have the projects 
integrated gender issues during 
implementation? 

Stakeholders identifying gender 
mainstreaming elements in outputs13      

 

13 This will be assessed in line with Council of Europe (2018) Gender Mainstreaming Toolkit for Cooperation Projects 
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 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

A
d

d
ed

 v
al

u
e 

(11) To what extent has the CoE been 
able to put its comparative advantage 
and expertise into action and create 
inter-linkages between projects and 
CoE instruments during the 
implementation of the NP? 

Stakeholders identify ‘categories’ of added 
value, including (a) operationalisation of 
the dynamic triangle (i.e., synergies 
between standard setting, monitoring and 
cooperation),14 (b) status in some CoE 
bodies (e.g.) Partner for Democracy 
Status, (c) accession to CoE Conventions, 
(d) ‘political neutrality’ of the CoE, (e) 
expertise in the subject matter, (f) 
methodological approach (g) project linked 
to core area of work of the CoE, (h) in-
country presence of the CoE, (i) 
understanding of country context via 
previous cooperation (2012-2017) 

  X X X 

 

14 Please note that this evaluation question will be addressed in the specific context of Morocco not being a member State of the CoE, i.e., there is more 
limited scope for operationalising all elements of the dynamic triangle, most notably standard setting and the corresponding monitoring. See however the 
documents ‘Council of Europe Conventions signed by Morocco’ and ‘List of Partial Agreements with the Participation of Morocco’. 
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 Evaluation question Approach / indicator 

Method 

Desk 
research 

Survey 

Interviews 

Donors 
CoE (SXB 
/ MA) 

MA 
(partners, 
CSOs) 

S
u

st
ai

n
ab

il
it

y 

(12) To what extent has the CoE 
contributed to a sustainable 
implementation of reforms and to 
capacity development in Morocco? 

Stakeholders identify actions aiming at 
sustaining outcomes, such as integration of 
training into existing curricula, allocation of 
resources to maintain outcomes, 
establishment of new structures and 
networks, accession to conventions, 
observer status in CoE structures (e.g. 
CEPEJ, Partners for democracy and for 
local democracy status) etc. 

   X X 
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Annex 5 – Survey 
questions  

Annex 3 lists the survey questions.  

1. Résultats immédiats : dans quelle mesure le projet a-t-il conduit à un 
renforcement des capacités? Veuillez évaluer la contribution du projet aux 
suivants résultats immédiats de 1 (très limitée) à 5 (très forte). 

 Renforcement de la sensibilisation augmentée (très limitée, 
limitée, je ne sais pas, forte, très forte)        

 Amélioration de la compréhension (très limitée, limitée, je ne sais 
pas, forte, très forte)        

 Compétences techniques / professionnelles renforcées (très 
limitées, limitées, ne sais pas, fortes, très fortes)        

 Texte: veuillez utiliser cette zone de texte pour noter d'autres 
résultats immédiats        

2. Résultats à moyen terme : dans quelle mesure le projet a-t-il abouti à des 
résultats à moyen terme? Veuillez noter la contribution du projet aux 
résultats suivants de 1 (très limité) à 5 (très fort). 

 Changements dans la législation/ jurisprudence/ cadre 
normatif (très limités, limités, je ne sais pas, forts, très forts)        

 Un engagement plus fort avec les Conventions du Conseil de 
l'Europe (très limité, limité, je ne sais pas, fort, très fort)        

 Changements de politiques / stratégies et similaires (très 
limités, limités, je ne sais pas, forts, très forts)        

 Changements en termes de législation de mise en œuvre (très 
limités, limités, je ne sais pas, forts, très forts)        

 Renforcement de la performance des institutions (très limité, 
limité, je ne sais pas, fort, très fort)        

 Mise en place de nouvelles structures institutionnelles (très 
limitée, limitée, je ne sais pas, forte, très forte)        
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 Renforcement de la coopération entre les acteurs 
concernés dans le pays (très limité, limité, je ne sais pas, fort, très 
fort)    

  Renforcement de la coopération régionale (très limité, limité, je 
ne sais pas, fort, très fort)        

 Renforcement de la coopération internationale r (très limité, 
limité, je ne sais pas, fort, très fort)        

 Participation plus équilibrée des hommes et des femmes (très 
limitée, limitée, ne sait pas, forte, très forte)        

 Renforcement des considérations de genre (très limité, limité, je 
ne sais pas, fort, très fort)  

 Renforcement de la participation des organisations de la 
société civile (très limitée, limitée, je ne sais pas, forte, très forte)        

 Texte: veuillez utiliser cette zone de texte pour noter 
d'autres résultats à moyen terme        

3. Qu'est-ce qui explique l'atteinte des résultats ? Veuillez évaluer votre 
accord avec les affirmations suivantes de 1 (pas du tout d'accord) à 5 (tout à 
fait d'accord). 

 Les réalisations sont expliquées par le fait que le projet fait 
partie de Partenariat de Voisinage (pas du tout d’accord, pas 
d’accord, ne sais pas, d'accord, fortement d'accord)        

 Les réalisations s'expliquent par une coopération préalable 
avec le CdE (2012-2014 ou 2015-2017) (pas du tout d'accord, pas 
d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Les réalisations s'expliquent par la présence du CdE dans le 
pays (bureaux à Rabat et Tunis) (pas du tout d'accord, pas 
d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Les réalisations s'expliquent par l'engagement / composition 
du partenaire (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, 
d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)  

 Les réalisations s'expliquent par l'expertise du CdE (pas du tout 
d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Les réalisations s'expliquent par la visibilité et les efforts de 
communications (en désaccord, en désaccord, ne sais pas, d'accord, 
fortement d'accord) 

 Les réalisations sont expliquées par une réponse adéquate du 
CdE au COVID-19 (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, 
d'accord, tout à fait d'accord) 
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 Texte: veuillez utiliser cette zone de texte pour noter d'autres facteurs 
explicatifs        

4. Quels obstacles ont entravé l'atteinte des résultats ? Veuillez 
évaluer votre accord avec les affirmations suivantes de 1 (pas du tout 
d'accord) à 5 (tout à fait d'accord). 

 Il y a eu des changements de personnel dans les institutions 
partenaires (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, 
d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Il y a eu un manque de personnel dans les institutions 
partenaires (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, 
d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Il y a eu une volonté politique limitée en ce qui concerne les 
résultats du projet (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais 
pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 L'instabilité politique a limité les résultats du projet (pas du tout 
d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Il y a eu des changements de personnel au bureau du Conseil 
de l'Europe dans le pays (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne 
sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Les procédures administratives du Conseil de l'Europe ont 
limité la réalisation des résultats (pas du tout d'accord, pas 
d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, tout à fait d'accord)        

 Les restrictions du COVID-19 ont limité l'atteinte des 
résultats (pas du tout d'accord, pas d'accord, je ne sais pas, d'accord, 
tout à fait d'accord)        

 Texte: veuillez utiliser cette zone de texte pour noter 
d'autres obstacles     

    

5. Avez-vous des recommandations concernant le futur Partenariat 
de Voisinage à partir de 2022? 

 Texte: veuillez utiliser cette zone de texte pour noter vos 
recommandations        
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